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Pioneering Rainwater and Greywater
Harvesting for the 21st Century

Saving you Water

Saving our Environment

The EDC Rainwater Harvesting System
The EDC System advents new technology in rainwater
harvesting and improves over conventional technology in
Collection, Filtration, Storage and Distribution.
Designed in modular configuration, the EDC system can be built to consumer need and
affordability. Presenting a sleek, stylish product solution, the system makes rainwater
harvesting simple, eloquent, practical and cost effective.
The system solution is made up of three main components namely;
- The Harvester Tank
- The Rainwater Distribution Module (RDM)
- The Bulk Tank

Harvester Tank
Connection to gutter pipes

Filter Draw with 2 Stage filter system
Internal overflow outlet
Top Connecting Sleeve

Water Level Indicator

80 litre Storage Tank
Internal Down Pipe

The sleek Harvester Tank is the heart
of the system and is the intermediary
tank between the Bulk Storage Tank
and your rainwater usage points.
Eloquent in design, slim and space
saving, the Harvester Tank makes
installation simple.
Its multi-features also simplifies a
multitude of functionality associated
with rainwater harvesting.
The Harvester bottom compartment
can be fitted with different optional
modules, which allows for different
water pump and filtration fittings.
Optional Pump/Filter Modules

Bottom Connecting Sleeve
Built in Rainwater Distribution Module



Non Electrical Pump Solution



Connection to Bulk Storage Tank

Outlet to storm water drain
Tank Drainage Outlet

Rainwater Distribution Module
AC Electrical Pump
1 GPM or 5 GPM Electrical Pump



12 Battery / Solar Panel Module.



Electrical Pump and Filter
Filtration to drinking standards

Rainwater Distribution Module (RDM)
Rainwater Filter
Open/Shut Valves

Backflow overflow outlet

The EDC Rainwater
Distribution Module(RDM)
is an innovative rainwater
pump utilising a
supplementary combination
of both harvested rainwater
and municipal water to fill
toilets.

Municipal Water Inlet

Municipal Water Filter
RPZ Valve System
Outlet to toilet Cistern

Designed as a fit and
forget solution the PDM
will pump harvested
rainwater to fill toilets
without the need of an
electrical pump.

This system does not require an electrical pump and instead uses the municipal feed water pressure
to suction water from the Harvester or Bulk tank. A municipal and rainwater ratio of 1:2 can be
achieved and will save up to 4 litres of municipal water when filling a 6 litre toilet cistern. 67% Saving
The RDM is standard on the Harvester tank and can also be purchased to be used with any
commercial water tank.

Bulk Water Tank

The Bulk Tanks are high
capacity water storage
tanks on the EDC System.
The tank is modular and can
be assembled on site making
transportation easier and
installation simple.
The tank base uses the
buildings foundation for
support thereby eliminating
the need to lay-in a concrete
plinth.

The Bulk Tanks are supplied in two water capacity models.
 450 l Dimensions - H(2000mm) x L(760mm) x D(150mm)
 900 l Dimensions - H(2000mm) x L(1520mm) x D(150mm)
The Bulk Tank can be assembled side by side to increase
water capacity. Custom tank solutions can be built and
supplied up to 6m in height allowing for increased water
capacity from 3000 l to 6000 l.

AC Electrical Pump Module
The AC Electrical Pump Module is
designed for heavy duty applications with
high water pressure requirements.
Suited for irrigation, industry, and any high
water volume requirements, the AC
Electrical Pump Module offer consumer
interchangeable options that can be
installed onto the Harvester Tank.

12 V Battery & Solar Panel Module
The 12V Battery & Solar Panel Module is
our new innovation for applications for
rural and remote off-grid installations.
This solution can also be fitted with the
EDC Filter Compartment for purification of
harvested rainwater to drinking standards.

The EDC Tanks business is a proudly South African organization established in 2016.
We consider ourselves “Water Ambassadors” and we are passionate about water
conservation and reducing the impact we have on our precious environment in a sustainable
manner.
As a responsible eco-friendly
business, we pride ourselves on
being innovative in the field of
rainwater and greywater
harvesting products, whilst
ensuring that our unique product
solutions are practical, effective,
robust and affordable.

Contact us at:
admin@edctanks.co.za
www.edctanks.co.za
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